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I. INTRODUCTION

MUTUAL exclusion ensures that only one process can access shared resources at a time. If at that time, other process requests for those shared resources, then the requesting process has to wait until the resources have been released.

A distributed system consists of a collection of independent geographically dispersed autonomous computers appears to its users as a single coherent system which are connected by a communication network. Global or centralized controller is absent in this network. Segments of code to be executed mutually exclusively are referred to as critical sections (or critical regions) in the literature [4],[7],[12],[9]. A mobile ad-hoc network is a collection of mobile nodes that communicate through wireless link, and therefore, the topology of underlying network can dynamically be changed. In such mobile ad-hoc network (MANET), the complexity of mutual exclusion problem is much high since no static topology can be considered.

In this paper we have proposed a new energy efficient mutual exclusion algorithm for mobile ad-hoc network. The whole network is hierarchically clustered to get a logical tree structure of the network. The proposed algorithm is token based and works on the logical tree to obtain the mutual exclusion. We have addressed the issue of mobility of nodes extensively. Utilizing the hierarchical structure of the network, the proposed algorithm significantly reduces the message requirement per mutual exclusion. Therefore, overall energy requirement for message communication of the system is optimized.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reports the survey on distributed mutual exclusion algorithms. Section III notes the properties of the system for which the algorithm will be proposed. The algorithm is proposed in Section IV. The performance of the proposed algorithm is analyzed in Section V.
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II. DISTRIBUTED MUTUAL EXCLUSION ALGORITHMS

The mutual exclusion algorithms for distributed systems can broadly be classified into two categories according to their algorithmic principles - permission based algorithms and token based algorithms. The permission based algorithms (e.g. [1], [14], [13], [21] etc.) require two (or more) successive rounds of message exchanges among the sites. A process can enter in the critical section only after receiving permission from other process(es) in the system. Lamport’s algorithm, requires approximately $3(n-1)$ messages per mutual exclusion invocation [10]. An algorithm, proposed by Ricart and Agrawala [1] for this problem, requires $2(n-1)$ messages per CS entry. In this algorithm only after receiving permission from all the other processes in the network one process can enter into the CS. Mamoru Maekawa proposed a distributed mutual exclusion algorithm [14] which requires only $3\sqrt{n}$ to $5\sqrt{n}$ messages per mutual exclusion. On the other hand, in token based mutual exclusion algorithms a unique token or a privilege message is shared among the nodes. Token gives the authority to a node to execute the CS. Suzuki and Kasami’s token based algorithm, based on the concept of node privilege, requires $n$ messages per CS entry [22]. In Raymonds algorithm, the nodes are arranged in an un-rooted tree structure [18] which normally is a minimal spanning tree of the network. The message complexity of the algorithm is $O(\log n)$ under light demand.

Algorithm proposed by Pranay Chaudhuri, Mehmet Hakan Karaata [16] achieves the message complexity as $O(n^{1/3})$ per mutual exclusion. They assumed that the $n$ node network is available in the form of a three-dimensional mesh.

However, all the algorithms, reported above, are developed for static networks. Those algorithms can not be efficiently utilized for MANET. B. R. Badrinath, Arup Acharya first proposed [3] a mutual exclusion algorithm for cellular network. In this algorithm, base station acts as a proxy for nodes attached to it and the request queue is maintained only by the base station. The base stations are arranged in a logical ring. J. Walter and S. Kini’s algorithm is a token based algorithm [23] for ad-hoc networks. The algorithm defines the Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) to map the physical topology of network. The algorithm maintains multiple path leading to the token holding node through DAG. They considered that the mobility of the nodes are slow and they does not considered the token loss. J. Walter, J. Welch and Vaidya assumed that communication channels are FIFO with no loss [8]. Each node dynamically chooses their neighbor with lowest elevation as its preferred next link to the token holder. This algorithm also acts with the same assumptions as [23]. R. Bladoni, A. Virgillo’s algorithm
[2] is based on a dynamic logical ring and combines the two methods of token asking and token circulating. The algorithm reduces the power consumption by reducing the number of hops traversed per CS execution. This algorithm needs $n$ number of message per CS entry under light load. N. Malpani, N. H. Vaidya proposed a parametric algorithm [15] with many variants. It uses dynamic logical ring and the size of the ring may vary at every round. The main idea of the algorithm is the method of choosing the next node to which the token will be sent. The variant’s policies applied to determine the next node. The algorithms in [2] and [15] are not aware of the nodes mobility. Romain Mellier, Jean-Frederic Myoupo presented a token based mutual exclusion algorithm for multi hop mobile network and it needs $O(n)$ broadcast rounds [19]. Ranganath Atreya, Neeraj Mittal’s algorithm [17] achieves the message complexity of $O(q)$ and a bit-message complexity of $O(brq)$, where $q$ is the maximum size of a quorum, $b$ is the maximum number of processes from which a node can receive critical section requests, and $r$ is the maximum size of a request while maintaining both synchronization delay and waiting time at two message hops.

In this paper, we also present an algorithm for MANET. We extensively address the issue of mobility in our work. Next we report the properties of the system under consideration, for which the algorithm is developed.

### III. THE PROPERTIES OF SYSTEM UNDER CONSIDERATION

This section reports the properties of the system. We have few assumptions regarding the system. Moreover, the whole network is hierarchically clustered.

#### A. Assumptions

The system contains a number of independent nodes. The nodes are mobile and they communicate with each other only through message passing. Here we assume some characteristics of the system in which we run our algorithm.

**Assumption 1:** Communication is reliable, i.e., there is no message loss during transmission and the receiving node can receive message without any error or distortion.

**Assumption 2:** The message passing from one node to another node is time bounded and the time is negligible.

**Assumption 3:** The channel is a FIFO channel i.e, message passed through the channel in a first come first serve manner and the communication links are bidirectional links.

#### B. Clustering

For the execution of the proposed algorithm, the network is to be clustered hierarchically. We have utilized the hierarchical clustering technique proposed in [24],[20],[6],[11],[5]. The proposed algorithm is independent from clustering algorithms, but the message requirement per mutual exclusion may slightly vary with the choice of clustering algorithm. In this work, we have considered two level hierarchical clustering to get the best performance - level 1 consists of the cluster heads, and one cluster head is chosen as level 2 cluster head. Considering level 2 cluster head as root, the whole network looks like a logical tree. We consider, the nodes in a cluster can directly communicate with the cluster head, and it requires at most $p$ messages for communication between the root and a cluster head. The performance of the algorithm will be better if $p$ is low.

Consider the network of Fig. 1. Suppose, node 3, 5 and 6 are selected cluster heads (level 1). Now, each cluster head advertises itself as a cluster head within its transmission range. As a result, 3 cluster will be formed - (3, 7, 8, 10), (5, 0, 1, 2, 4) and (6, 9, 11). Among the level 1 cluster heads (node 3, 5 and 6), node 6 is chosen as a level 2 cluster head (root). Here, the cluster heads 3 and 5 require two messages to communicate with the root (node 6). The tree like structure of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2.
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**Fig. 2.** Logical tree structure of the 12 node MANET

### IV. THE ALGORITHM

This section reports the distributed mutual exclusion algorithm in detail. The algorithm requires a number of data structure and control messages. We next report such requirements.

#### A. Data structure and control messages

**Pointers:** Each node maintains a pointer which either points to its higher level node or lower level node, if any. The pointer actually provides the direction where from the token can be received. Each non-cluster head member points to its cluster
head as the node can get the token from its cluster head only. On the other hand, a cluster head either points to a member of the cluster if the member is having the token, or points to the root.

Queue: Each node maintains a queue to store the request messages coming to the node or generated by the node for the token.

Request: A request message contains a special bit pattern and a node number.

Token: It is a control message which has a special bit sequence and a node ID. If the node ID is not null, then the token is carrying a dummy request. The dummy request (discuss latter) contains a node ID.

B. Overview of the scheme

The proposed algorithm is a token based algorithm. A node can execute the critical section (CS) if it gets the token. For simplicity we consider that the number of CS is 1. Since there is a single token in the network, only one node can execute the CS.

Each node generates a Request message while it wants to execute the CS. The hierarchical structure (tree) of the network helps a node to get the token. Each node points to some other node in the tree where from the node can get the token. The Request message is forwarded to the pointed node. While a node receives a request message, it forwards the message to some other node through the edges of tree if the node does not have the token. Otherwise, the node returns back the token if it has free token. Each node enqueues the request, including the self request, if the node can not immediately grant the request by returning the token. The node dequeues the request if token is passed to the requesting node. While the token is passed, the pointers are organized accordingly to point the new token location. After getting the token, the requesting node executes the CS, and after completion of execution the token remains with the node. In the proposed scheme, the token is not circulated if it is not requested.

To minimize the number of messages, the algorithm does not always forward the request message. If a node A has already requested the token and during the waiting time another node makes a request to A, then A enqueues but does not forward the request.

Consider, a non-cluster head node, say A generates a request message. The node A forwards the request to its cluster head, say C. If C has the free token, it immediately returns back token to A. If C has token but not free, then the request is queued up. Otherwise, the token can be received either from any non-cluster head member of that cluster, or from the root. The node C can get such direction from the pointer. The request is forwarded according to the content of the pointer. We utilize the concept of dummy request in our algorithm.

Dummy Request: To avoid the starvation and to maintain the fairness of the scheme, we introduce the concept of dummy request. While the token is passed to some other node, the node checks whether queue is empty or not. If queue is not empty, the node adds a dummy request in the token. When a node receives a token with dummy request, then the node pushes a new request in its queue considering the sending node as the requesting node. The token message, therefore, has a provision to add a dummy request.

Dummy request node ID - If one node needs to send dummy request then it put its own ID in the token message otherwise this value will be "NULL".

The following example illustrates the execution of the algorithm.

*Example 1:* Consider the network of Fig. 1 and the corresponding logical structure shown in Fig. 2. Here we assume that the number of CS is 1 and the execution time of CS is considered as unit time. We also assume that the token is with node 0 and at time 0.51, the node makes a request and starts the execution of CS. During the execution, the nodes 7, 8 and 5 make requests at time 0.56 unit, 0.67 unit and 0.78 unit respectively. However, the token is released by node 0 at time 1.51 unit. Therefore, the requests are to be enqueued. The scenario is depicted in Fig. 3.

---

Fig. 3. Structure of tree after requests of node 7, 8 and 5

At time 0.56, node 7 sends a request to its cluster head node 3 and enqueues the request in its queue. Node 3 knows that the token is not held by any member of its cluster, so node 3 sends a request to the root, that is, node 6. Node 6 knows that it can get the token from node 5. So node 6 forwards the request to node 5 and enqueues the request as the request is made by node 3. Node 5 knows that the token originally hold by node 0 so it sends a request message to node 0 and enqueues the request of node 6. The node 0 enqueues the request of node 5.

Now at 0.67 unit time node 8 sends a request message to its cluster head node 3 and enqueues its own request in its queue. Node 3 enqueues the request of node 8 and it knows that it already sends a request message to node 6 for the token. So it does not make any further request to node 6.

At 0.78 unit time node 5 want to execute the critical section it en-queues its own request in its queue. Node 5 knows that it already send a request message to node 0 so it does not send any request message to node 0.

After completion of execution of node 0, it sends the token to node 5. Node 5 then dequeues a node from its queue. It is node 6, and after dequeue the queue is still non-empty. Then node 5 sends the token to node 6 with a dummy request. Node 6 will send the token to node 3 and also sends a dummy request.
with the token for the above reason. Node 3 sends the token to the first requesting node 7 with the dummy request. After receiving the token node 7 will start execution of the critical section. The scenario is depicted in Fig. 4.

After completion of execution of the node 7 it sends back the token to the node 3 without dummy request. Node 3 sends the token to the node 8 with a dummy request. After receiving the token node 8 will start execution of the critical section (Fig. 5).

After completion of execution of the node 8 it sends the token to the node 3. Node 3 sends the token to the first requesting node 6. Node 6 sends the token back to node 5. After receiving the token node 5 starts execution of the critical section. The scenario is noted in Fig. 6.

C. Mobility

The mobility of nodes is an important property of a MANET. The proposed algorithm can tolerate the mobility in various ways. The following scenario may arise due to the node’s movement.

1. **A node moves within the cluster**: It does not affect the proposed scheme as the logical tree structure of the network remains unchanged.

2. **A node moves from one cluster to another cluster**: In this case, three different actions are to be taken based on the node’s type - whether the node is non-cluster head node, cluster head or root.
   a. **The node is non-cluster head node**: If any non-cluster head node moves then that node will be considered as a new node and it will again send a request message to its new cluster head for the token. If that non-cluster head node holds the token, then the token as well as the queue will be destroyed. The corresponding cluster head will regenerate the token.
   b. **It is cluster head**: If any cluster head moves to another cluster then a new cluster head will be selected from the non-cluster head nodes of its cluster. Other nodes will send the request message to the newly selected cluster head. The old cluster head deletes its whole queue. If the new cluster head or any of its member does not have the token then it will send the information to the root. Otherwise any member of the cluster which holds the token will send that information to its cluster head.
   c. **The node is root**: If root moves to the another cluster then a new root will be selected from the cluster heads. The remaining cluster head will send a request message to the newly selected root. The cluster having the token will send this token information to the newly selected root. In general, if any node changes its cluster then it deletes its previous queue and if the node holds the token then it will also destroy the token.

4. **A node is added in the network**: The node will be under some cluster. A node will be added in the logical structure.

5. **A node is departed from the network or goes down**: A node will simply be deleted from the tree. If the node is having the token, the corresponding cluster head will regenerate the token.

D. Formal description

Here we formally present the algorithm. The algorithm assumes the network hierarchically clustered and the network looks like a logical tree. Here we consider only two levels of hierarchy. The steps of the algorithm are presented below.

**Step 1**: If a node wants to execute the critical section, then
   - If the node contains the token, it executes the CS.
   - Otherwise, form a request message, enqueue the request and
the pass the message to the pointed node.

**Step 2:** While a node receives the request message:
1) If the node has free token, the token is returned back.
2) Otherwise, the request is enqueued.
3) If the node has not made any request for the token, the request is forwarded to the pointed node considering the node as the requesting node.

**Step 3:** A node is having the token:
1) If token is received from other node and token is having the dummy request, the request is queued up.
2) If the queue is empty, the token remains with the node.
3) Otherwise, one element, say q is dequeued from the queue.
4) If q points to the node itself as the requesting node, the node execute the CS.
5) Otherwise, the token is sent back to requesting node as mentioned in q.
6) If the queue is still non-empty after dequeue, a dummy request is added with the token.

**V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS**

The performance of the proposed algorithm is measured by the message requirement per mutual exclusion, as the message requirement directly determines the energy requirement. In worst case, the node that wants to execute the CS is having the token. In that case, no message is exchanged. However, the worst case of our algorithm is - a non-cluster head node, say A requests for the token and the request is routed through root to some other non-cluster head node, say B, having the token. Obviously, this is a rare case in medium or high load, because according to our algorithm, the request of A does not reach to B if the cluster head of A or the root or the cluster head of B has already requested the token. Therefore, the worst case can occur in very low load only.

Consider, it requires at most p messages for the communication between a cluster head and the root. So, in worst case at most 2 + 2p messages are required for the request - 1 for A to the cluster head of A, p for the cluster head of A to the root, another p for the root to the cluster head of B, and 1 for cluster head of B to B. To pass the token to A from B, another 2 + 2p messages are required. Therefore, at most 4 + 4p messages are required per critical section entry. Here, the number of messages varies with p. The selection of root from among the cluster heads determines the value of p.

We have simulated the whole environment. A number of arbitrary networks are synthesized with the consideration that each node can have at most 4 neighbors. We assume, the number of CS is 1 and arrival pattern of requests for CS in the system follows the Poisson distribution. We consider the execution time of the CS as the unit of time for our simulation. The simulation result is reported in Table I. The first column reports the number of nodes in the MANET, where as the second column notes the number of nodes that make a request for critical section entry. The last three columns depict the number of messages required per mutual exclusion. λ denotes the number of requests arrived in the system in unit time. We experimented with 100 different networks for same parameters, and average results are reported in the table. For the whole simulation, we have considered p = 2. The reported results show that the message requirement is almost same for different load.

**VI. CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we have presented a token based mutual exclusion algorithm for mobile Ad-hoc network. The message complexity of the algorithm in worst case is \(4 + 4p\), where \(p\) is the maximum message required for communication between a cluster head and the root.
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